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i have had the following problems with my sandisk cruzer flash drive. i
have tried many times to remedy these problems, but to no avail.1. the

usb flash drive sometimes does not respond when the computer is
switched on. this happens only when it is connected to the usb port and
switched on. when this happens, the computer does not show the usb

flash drive icon and it cannot be accessed. this problem seems to occur
only when the computer is switched on. i have tried the suggestions
posted in the following links, but to no avail.fix sandisk cruzer blade
problem: fix sandisk cruzer drive problem fix sandisk cruzer drive fix

sandisk cruzer drive usb drive problem fix sandisk cruzer drive how to fix
sandisk cruzer error messagessolved: issue with samsung usb drive i
recently purchased a 4gb sandisk cruzer memory card and am having

difficulty using it with my hp pavilion dv6-2433dx laptop. i have tried using
windows xp sp3 with service pack 1, windows vista, and windows 7.

windows xp is the only operating system that works with the card. i have
tried downloading and installing the latest drivers for the memory card

and it makes no difference. even though the card works in windows xp, it
does not show up in windows 7. i have tried formatting the card using

programs such as norton disk cleanup and roxio's disk cleanup. neither of
these programs have fixed the problem. hi, i have a sandisk cruzer usb

drive on my notebook, i can use it fine. but i have a problem. when i open
it, there is an "unknown" icon on the desktop. the icon gets to the normal
size after about 5 min, but nothing happen after that. it can't be opened.

what is the problem and how to remove it?
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